AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED WITH COMPARTMENT
GF 150 UP&DOWN WITH COMPARTMENT

Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 3 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

WASHBASIN
height: 20 cm
dimensions: 150x50 cm
weight: 51 Kg
internal basin’s size:
50x31x h.12 cm

FAO PACKING CASE
height: 40 cm
dimensions: 160x60 cm
weight: 40 Kg

Marmi Maximum

Megalith Maximum

QuietStones Maximum

Aster Maximum

HQ.Resin Maximum

Data.Uni Maximum

Eminent Wood Maximum
**Notes**

Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with Maximum 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 3 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.
AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED WITH COMPARTMENT

GF 150 WATERFALL WITH COMPARTMENT READILY SERVICEABLE

Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 3 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, a suction cup, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

WASHBASIN
height: 20 cm
dimensions: 150x50 cm
weight: 51 Kg
internal basin's size: 50x31x h.7/10 cm

FAO PACKING CASE
height: 40 cm
dimensions: 160x60 cm
weight: 40 Kg

Marmi Maximum

TAXOS MAXIMUM
CALACATTA STATUARIO MAXIMUM
CALACATTA LIGHT MAXIMUM
PREMIUM WHITE MAXIMUM
BRIGHT ONYX MAXIMUM
CALACATTA MAXIMUM
CALACATTA ELITE MAXIMUM
IMPERIAL WHITE MAXIMUM
GOLD ONYX MAXIMUM
ROYAL MARFIL MAXIMUM
TRAVERTINO MAXIMUM
GLAM BRONZE MAXIMUM

Megalith Maximum

PIETRA GREY MAXIMUM
NERO SUPREMO MAXIMUM
DARK MARQUINA MAXIMUM
MEGAWHITE MAXIMUM
MEGAGREIGE MAXIMUM
MEGABROWN MAXIMUM
MEGABLACK MAXIMUM
QUETSAND MAXIMUM
QUIETNUB MAXIMUM
QUIETROCK MAXIMUM

QuietStones Maximum

VENUS MAXIMUM
MERCURY MAXIMUM
MOON MAXIMUM
WHITE RESIN MAXIMUM
CINDER RESIN MAXIMUM
GREY RESIN MAXIMUM
DARK RESIN MAXIMUM
000.UNICINE MAXIMUM
300.UNIPPER MAXIMUM
EMINENT GREY MAXIMUM
EMINENT BROWN MAXIMUM

Aster Maximum

HQ.Resin Maximum

Data.Uni Maximum

Eminent Wood Maximum
Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 3 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, a suction cup, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

Marmi Maximum

Megalith Maximum

QuietStones Maximum

Aster Maximum

HQ.Resin Maximum

Data.Uni Maximum

Eminent Wood Maximum

Venus Maximum

Mercury Maximum

Moon Maximum

White Resin Maximum

Cinder Resin Maximum

Grey Resin Maximum

Dark Resin Maximum

000.Unice Maximum

300.Unpepper Maximum

Eminent Grey Maximum

Eminent Brown Maximum
AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED WITH COMPARTMENT

GF 150 WATERFALL WITH COMPARTMENT READILY SERVICEABLE B

Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 3 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

WASHBASIN
height: 20 cm
dimensions: 150x50 cm
weight: 51 Kg
internal basin’s size:
50x31x h.7/10 cm

FAO PACKING CASE
height: 40 cm
dimensions: 160x60 cm
weight: 40 Kg

Marmi Maximum

Megalith Maximum

QuietStones Maximum

Aster Maximum

HQ.Resin Maximum

Data.Uni Maximum

Eminent Wood Maximum
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 3 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

**Notes**
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 3 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

**Marmi Maximum**

**Megalith Maximum**

**QuietStones Maximum**

**Aster Maximum**

**HQ.Resin Maximum**

**Data.Uni Maximum**

**Eminent Wood Maximum**

**Data.Uni Maximum**

**Eminent Wood Maximum**

**Notes**
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 3 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.
**AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED WITH COMPARTMENT**

**GF 150 WATERFALL WITH COMPARTMENT**

**Notes**

Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL always open (it can not be inspected), 3 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

**WASHBASIN**
- height: 20 cm
- dimensions: 150x50 cm
- weight: 51 Kg
- internal basin’s size: 50x31x h.7/10 cm

**FAO PACKING CASE**
- height: 40 cm
- dimensions: 160x60 cm
- weight: 40 Kg
AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED WITH COMPARTMENT

GF 180 WATERFALL WITH COMPARTMENT

Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL always open (it can not be inspected), 3 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

WASHBASIN
height: 20 cm
dimensions: 180x50 cm
weight: 61 Kg
internal basin’s size: 60x31x h.7/10 cm

FAO PACKING CASE
height: 40 cm
dimensions: 190x60 cm
weight: 45 Kg

Marmi Maximum

TAXOS MAXIMUM
CALACATTA STATUARIO MAXIMUM
CALACATTA LIGHT MAXIMUM
PREMIUM WHITE ONYX MAXIMUM
BRIGHT ONYX MAXIMUM
CALACATTA MAXIMUM
CALACATTA ELITE MAXIMUM
IMPERIAL WHITE MAXIMUM
GOLD ONYX MAXIMUM
ROYAL MARFIL MAXIMUM
TRAVERTINO MAXIMUM
GLAM BRONZE MAXIMUM

Megalith Maximum

PETRA GREY MAXIMUM
NERO SUPREMO MAXIMUM
DARK MARQUINA MAXIMUM
MEGAWHITE MAXIMUM
MEGAGREGE MAXIMUM
MEGAGREY MAXIMUM
MEGABROWN MAXIMUM
MEGABLACK MAXIMUM
QUIETSAND MAXIMUM
QUIETUMBS MAXIMUM
QUIETROCK MAXIMUM

Aster Maximum

VENUS MAXIMUM
MERCURY MAXIMUM
MOON MAXIMUM
WHITE RESIN MAXIMUM
CINDER RESIN MAXIMUM
GREY RESIN MAXIMUM
DARK RESIN MAXIMUM
000 UNICE MAXIMUM
300 UNPEPPER MAXIMUM

HQ.Resin Maximum

Eminent Wood Maximum

030 UNICE MAXIMUM
030 UNPEPPER MAXIMUM
EMINENT GREY MAXIMUM
EMINENT BROWN MAXIMUM

Quietslates Maximum

Data.Uni Maximum